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by Erik Otis

Guitar maverick George Benson is one of the more underrated players from the ’60s and beyond,
ushering in a level of soul and technicality on the axe that is truly unparalleled. It was with CTI
Records that Benson would carve out his most original and impression lasting material, beginning
in the late ’60s with the legendary Shape of Things To Come LP. Lightning fast and razor sharp, his
precision on the guitar is phenomenal, running through endless scales and picking inflections
without compromising soul or flavor. He has it all and it is one of SCV’s goals to make him a more
house hold brand to this generation. The good people over at Speakers Corner see that vision too,
launching a hi-fidelity reissue on the mind-blowing 1973 CTI affair, Body Talk late last year. The
label has a lot of items planned for 2015 and to begin the year, we wanted to highlight this reissue
for any that may have missed news on the initial launch.

While many of George’s contemporaries in the ’70s were taking music to very outward regions, he
decided to remain in the pocket of the scenes more conventional states, bridging soul, funk and
jazz in a way that is still far ahead of its time. 1973’s Body Talk is a perfect example of how he
walked this path with such style, grace and flavor, despite the amount of exploration occurring
around him and the type of contrast that it must have presented this type of work. Ron Carter, the
late and great bass legend, would make the session with Benson and would find esp-like tandem
with drummer extraordinaire and another Miles Davis alumni artist, Jack DeJohnette. Everyone
on the session was at the top of their game when this record was cut with legendary engineer
Rudy Van Gelder. All of Gelder’s recordings have an upfront and in your face mixing style and it
enhances the body of work Benson brought to this LP. Every tone is so rich and the reissue of this
title is a very welcomed addition to the canon of titles finding their way into the world again. This
is a five star record that shouldn’t go missed by anyone.

If you are in the North America region, order a copy via Acoustic Sounds

http://www.speakerscornerrecords.com/

From Speakers Corner

“Body Talk” – George Benson (g, voc); Frank Foster (ts); Gerald Chamberlain, Dick Griffin (tb); Jon Faddis,
John Gatchell, Waymon Reed (flh, tp); Harold Mabern (el-p); Earl Klugh (g); Ron Carter, Gary King (b);
Jack DeJohnette (dr), Mobutu (perc)

Just listen to the first thirty seconds of this LP and you know that it’s all about the ‘Godfather of Soul’ – the
unique James Brown.

http://store.acousticsounds.com/d/100591/George_Benson-Body_Talk-180_Gram_Vinyl_Record
http://www.speakerscornerrecords.com/
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But it’s just as obvious that such a great artist as George Benson doesn’t just present “Greatest Hits” in a
new guise. Six of his own compositions plus one by Donny Hathaway/Gene McDaniels provide the guitarist
and singer with a great platform to launch from. He shoots off into orbit, accompanied by first-class guest
soloists such as Jon Faddis, Frank Foster, Earl Klugh and Jack DeJohnnette. Ron Carter’s bass doesn’t boom
in the low register but offers a light and airy, yet solid, base.

“Body Talk” is by no means the declaration of a world-shaking, new and avant-garde jazz. It is, however, a
successful blend of jazz, soul and fusion. And when such a superb arranger as Pee Wee Ellis has his finger in
the pie – or rather: his pen on the manuscript paper – then one can be sure that the almost 50-minute-long
LP is a great success from beginning to end. Finally, one shouldn’t forget the helping hand of the producer
Creed Taylor, who made a significant contribution to this milestone on the CTI label.

Recording: July 1973 at Van Gelder Studios, Englewood Cliffs, NJ (USA), by Rudy Van Gelder
Production: Creed Taylor
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